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11/07/04 
Falcon 4.0/SP3 Campaign Mission Report #66 
OPERATION ROLLING FIRE  
DAY 6 – 0515 HOURS 
 
Campaign Status: 
 
Heavy enemy air activity over the FLOT continues to prevent the resumption of bombing in the Wonsan 
area.  
 
Objective: 
 
The objective for this mission is to fly a SWEEP against enemy aircraft operating north of Seoul: 
 

 
 

 
 
Planning/preflight: 
 
Our 4-ship flight of F-16CJs will fly north and aggressively patrol the skies north of Seoul. Allied forces 
must regain total air supremacy if we are to support our ground troops during their advances. 
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Debrief: 
 
Taking off with the sun rising in the east I quickly form up my flight and head north. AWACS is already 
busy calling out threats and within 10 minutes we are engaging a two-ship flight of J-11s that is 
heading south toward our area. 
 

 
 
The J-11s are 30 degrees off our right side at about 38 miles. I order the element to engage while I 
continue to fly offset 30 degrees hoping that by splitting our forces either the element or our section 
will gain an advantage: 
 

 
 
Soon the element (wingman #3 & #4) engage the J-11s from maximum range: 
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My wingman and I turn inbound and also engage the bandits, firing AMRAAMs from maximum range: 
 

 
 
The J-11 manages to evade my AMRAAM by turning away. My missile makes the distance, but is almost 
out of energy and the J-11 easily jinks away causing my missile to explode harmlessly in his wake: 
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While the first J-11 evades my missile another J-11 bores in on the element which gives me a much 
higher probability shot. As the J-11 concentrates on engaging the element I fire another AMRAAM 
which catches him almost head-on: 
 

 
 
Cont… 
 
-------------------- 
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Though my missile hits the J-11 my element loses the #4 plane and when I try to reassemble my flight 
I learn that my wingman (#2) has also fallen prey to a long distance missile from one of the J-11s. 
 
Meanwhile #3 downs an Il-28 that the J-11s must have been escorting but in doing so opens himself 
up to the first J-11 that evaded my first missile shot. I’ve closed further on the first and soon score a 
missile hit on him very near his base: 
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Unfortunately in my dogged pursuit of the J-11 I’ve wandered into the SA-2 defensive ring around 
P’yongyang and the SAM site wisely waits until I’m well in range before loosing a missile at me. I try 
desperately to evade the SA-2 but the missile slams into my fuselage destroying my aircraft. 
 
Conclusions: 
 
Another scrappy battle over the FLOT ends with everyone either hanging in parachutes or dead. 
Though both sides lost all of their aircraft the outcome definitely favored the enemy. We lost 4 F-16CJs, 
with 2 MIA, 1 KIA and 1 rescued. For all of that we only shot down 2 J-11s and an Il-28…not a very 
good exchange rate! 
 
The J-11 obviously has a superior missile range, coupled with the fact that they were already at very 
high altitude and speed giving their missiles even better “throw” energy. Firing at slow speeds with a 
nose up attitude with an outclassed AMRAAM is a tough battle to win. I should have kept better control 
of my flight though and stayed further south and let them come to us rather than wandering up north 
into SA-2 range. 
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11/07/04 
Falcon 4.0/SP3 Campaign Mission Report #67 
OPERATION ROLLING FIRE  
DAY 6 – 0700 HOURS 
 
 
Campaign Status: 
 
DPRK/PRC air activity continues to be a troubling problem. Generally allied forces like to conduct 
daylight bombing operations across the theater in a general offensive designed to pave the way for 
ground forces. In the past 12 hours of campaign time, however, general bombing has ground to a halt. 
This is evident even during missions when it is clear that the F-5s and A-10s are also being affected by 
the change in enemy air operations. 
 
As intelligence shows, there has been a steady build up of enemy air force inventories and as 
previously discussed it is presumed these forces have sat idle at their damaged airbase facilities 
awaiting runway repairs. While sorties within the past few hours have put a dent in the trend, there is 
still a troubling enemy presence over the battlefield: 
 

 
 
Planners are considering whether a new wave of OCA (offensive counter-air) strikes may be necessary 
to once again ground enemy air assets. Until those strikes are authorized and planned we must 
continue to meet the enemy in the skies over the FLOT. 
 
Objective: 
 
Once again we will be flying a SWEEP mission up to the southern P’yongyang air defense zone. We can 
expect a heavy enemy fighter presence in addition to continued efforts to penetrate allied airspace with 
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medium and heavy bombers. 
 

 
 

 
 
Preflight/planning: 
 
Our 4-ship flight of F-16CJ aircraft will depart Seoul and head for the airspace south of the P’yongyang 
ADZ. We will aggressively pursue and destroy any enemy fighters or bombers that penetrate our 
sector. 
 
Each aircraft will carry 4 AMRAAMs and 2 Sidewinders for this mission as well as a pair of JSOWS in 
case any SA-2 sites can be identified near the ADZ. 
 
Debrief: 
 
Taking off and heading north it only takes a couple of minutes before AWACS is giving us a multiple 
group picture. The nearest bandit is a J-11 flight 50 miles distant and we quickly find and identify the 
targets on radar. Once again I attempt to split my flight into two elements to at least give one section 
an advantage. The element rockets out ahead of my wingman and I to pursue their “CHAINSAW” 
directive. A minute later both #3 and #4 report “Fox-3 long!” as they release their missiles at 
maximum range.  
 
Coincident with their missile launches my threat warning receiver chirps briefly and I suspect that an 
AA-12 is in the air heading for me so I turn south and accelerate anticipating the active radar “tearing” 
sound of the AA-12 radar to come over the threat receiver at any moment. Several seconds later the 
missile symbol illuminates on the warning scope and I keep the bearing on my 6 o’clock as I out-range 
the missile to the south. Unfortunately the element presses their attack after their initial volley and I 
learn later that both are felled at the same second, making me wonder if the AI is capable of suffering 
a collision during evasive maneuvers? 
 
Over the span of 80 seconds the J-11 fires 4 AA-12 missiles in my direction which I continually dodge 
by notching back to the south away from the threat. After several minutes I’m able to regain my firing 
position and launch a medium distance AMRAAM outside of “no-escape” range but inside of maximum 
range: 
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I score a kill on the first J-11 and I order my wingman to go weapons free on the remaining J-11, 
essentially unleashing him: 
 

 
 
As both of us bore in on the remaining J-11 I get another missile warning and am forced to turn away 
but I neglect to rein in my wingman with the rejoin command. After evading the AA-12 and turning 
back in I see on my radar that my wingman has merged with the remaining J-11 and is in deep trouble. 
 
My wingman enters a turning battle with the J-11 and they rapidly trade altitude for energy as they vie 
for an advantage. Each time I think my wingman is about to succumb I see him reverse and cause the 
J-11 to overshoot. The amazing thing is the size differential between the two aircraft, with the Su-27-
type airframe dominating the lithe F-16: 
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During one scissors the J-11 wisely punches off his external tanks to give him additional 
maneuverability: 
 

 
 
After one particularly wide reverse the J-11 gains a bit of separation from my wingman and the Chinese 
pilot hops on the opportunity launching dual heat seeking missiles which unerringly track into my 
wingman destroying him and leaving me the sole survivor of a flight of four: 
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I attempt two more AMRAAM shots at the J-11, both of which he evades. Having used significant 
burner during the multiple missile evasion maneuvers and returns I’m getting low on fuel and elect to 
head south with 2 Sidewinders left on the rails. Stupidly I never jettison my JSOWs. 
 
As I turn for Seoul my threat receiver is glowing in all quadrants as AWACS calls out a new threat of a 
3-ship MiG-23 flight closing fast behind me. With a J-11 and the -23s I’m now outnumbered 4 to 1 and 
my desperate calls to AWACS for help are going unanswered. 
 

 
 
In fact, it is one of the few times I’ve seen an almost total lack of allied air assets in the skies. My radar 
shows friendly contacts anywhere within 80 miles and I know I’m on my own for my run back to Seoul. 
 
 
Once I arrive over the FLOT I make a couple 180 degree turns to assess the pursuers and find the J-11 
has overtaken the MiG-23s and is coming hot on my heels. The J-11 crosses the FLOT into allied 
territory and enters a break turn to avoid a friendly air defense battery that has engaged him. Seizing 
the opportunity I plug in my burner, uncage my Sidewinders and pounce on the J-11 as he breaks 
across my flight path left to right. 
 
In moments my Sidewinder diamond collocates with the TD box on the HUD and the growl becomes a 
shriek. Pulling the trigger I launch the first Sidewinder and I watch it streak out toward the J-11: 
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The motor burns out on the Sidewinder and the smoke trail disappears. I wait a brief second thinking I 
must have missed so I pull the trigger again sending my second Sidewinder on the way. As the second 
missile leaves the rail I see a puff of smoke as the first detonates behind the J-11: 
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Boom! Take that. My second Sidewinder traces a lazy arc into the burning J-11 and explodes as well. 
 
By now the MiG-23 flight has closed on my position and launches the first of what later shows to be no 
less than 6 AA-10s at me over the span of 70 seconds as I go low behind the hills evading each shot: 
 

 
 
I am able to keep my distance from them but occasionally turn into them slightly to keep goading them 
into heading south with hopes of luring them into friendly SAM range. Already various allied units are 
peppering the 3-ship flight of Floggers with small arms fire and I can see yellow tracers chasing them 
across the skies: 
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I make an error in judgment however and end up pulling to much angle toward them getting them 
close enough to launch two AA-11 Archers at me which I don’t even see until they hit me, rolling me 
over and forcing me to eject at low altitude. The victor does a flyby of me hanging in my chute with the 
smoke trail from my wounded jet leading down to the dust cloud where it crashed: 
 

 
 
The 3-ship turns back north for their own territory. As I float down in my parachute I root for the allied 
gunners and silently cheer when I see a missile arc up from a local unit (Stinger? Patriot?) and blot one 
of the attackers from the sky. His plane goes down in smoke and he joins me in the sky hanging from a 
parachute…he has a LOT longer walk to get to home base than I do! 
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Cont… 
 
The remaining two MiG-23s form up and manage to evade the rest of the ground fire as they hug the 
ground and escape to the north back over the border: 
 

 
 
Conclusions: 
 
What another incredible mission! I’ve always been a dedicated “mud mover” but I can definitely see the 
attraction and excitement of engaging the enemy in a protracted air battle. I really wish I could have 
tried my hand at a guns fight with one of those MiG-23s but they had the numbers and missiles 
advantage and they weren’t going to give me the chance. 
 
The mission is a failure, with another loss of 4 airframes for the CJ squadron at Seoul. That doesn’t 
bode well for future air-tasking since I’ve managed to lose 8 airframes in just the past 2 missions! 
Maybe they better put me back onto ground attack missions! 
 
All my wingmen are KIA and I, predictably, am rescued since I bailed out only a few miles from Seoul. 
Wingman performance was pretty dismal with no hits at all with any of their long range missiles. It 
may be time to rethink how to engage the J-11 threat using a 4-ship flight. 
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This may not be the best idea but what about departing south and gaining altitude, say up to 
30K and thenm turning north, try and get an energy advantage on the J-11's, come in over the 
top and fast, do not give them time to shoot at you, engage at max range from you keeping 
wingmen weapons tight until you are close to no escape and then nail them. 

From: Auckland, New Zealand | Registered: Jan 2004  |  IP: Logged 

BeachAV8R  
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 posted November 08, 2004 07:07                          

quote: 

Originally posted by MikeMan: 
This may not be the best idea but what about departing south and gaining 
altitude, say up to 30K and thenm turning north, try and get an energy 
advantage on the J-11's, come in over the top and fast, do not give them 
time to shoot at you, engage at max range from you keeping wingmen 
weapons tight until you are close to no escape and then nail them. 

That definitely works. I've used that very technique a couple times with good success. 
Generally getting up to 35 to 39 thousand feet and getting "planed out" around Mach .90 gives 
you a pretty good energy boost for your missiles. Shooting downhill with greater initial velocity 
definitely makes a difference. One problem is that usually I'm flying multi-role missions (air and 
ground ordnance) so getting up to the mid-30s and then getting accelerated can be very time 
consuming and ordnance drag limits your top end speed. 
 
The J-11 AI seems to use the same missile avoidance logic as I do (shows you how dumb I 
am..lol..). When you fire an AMRAAM at maximum range they generally turn tail and extend 
which causes the missile to basically run out of steam and fall to earth. Then they simply do a 
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180 and head back in for another missile exchange. They definitely have a range advantage 
with their AA-12s (according to FAS.org they have a 50km ADVANTAGE over the AMRAAM!!) 
and the spooky thing about the AA-12 is that you'll just get an initial spike by the J-11 which 
warns you of his presence. But you won't know for SURE that an AA-12 is in the air until it 
turns on it's own active radar in the final stages of flight..which sets off that awful tearing 
sound in your headphones. If you have continued to close on the target while the AA-12 was in 
flight you have almost no chance of evading it so you just have to assume that every time you 
get spiked inside of 40 miles by a J-11 that he might already have a missile in the air at you. 
 
It's a dangerous (and fun!) game of cat and mouse.   
 
Thanks for the comments... 
 
BeachAV8R 
 
-------------------- 
http://home.carolina.rr.com/beachav8r 
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Great screenshot in the first report with the J-11 breaking up. It's timed perfectly. I've always 
liked the "catastrophic" destruction effect but never seen its early stage close up (as you have 
captured). Usually I see it after a guns kill but the animation is so fast. 
 
This is truly scary --  
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 posted November 08, 2004 18:23                       

Beach, 
 
Since your trying to bracket the flights anyway, why don't you use that flight command? 
 
I'm pretty sure there is a bracket left/right in the element or flight command menu. 
 
Will cause the element to swing out at 30 degrees while you go your 30.  
 
Might be worth a try. 
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quote: 

Originally posted by Wildman: 
 
Since your trying to bracket the flights anyway, why don't you use that 
flight command? 
 
I'm pretty sure there is a bracket left/right in the element or flight 
command menu. 
 
Will cause the element to swing out at 30 degrees while you go your 30.  
 
Might be worth a try. 

Good point! I'm guilty of not fully understanding or implementing anything other than the most 
rudimentary wingman commands. I'd like to read an article specific to Falcon 4 that illustrates 
the different wingman commands and how best to use them...if anyone knows of a good 
reference I'm all ears!  Thanks for the suggestion... 
 
BeachAV8R 
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Hmmm, I thought the Prima guide had a good section on wingman commands, it has some, but 
they're incorporated into how to engage air threats. Pete mentions the turn and run technique, 
chainsaw command. splitting the element, but not a detailed list of the options. 
 
Least not that I found just now, I'll take another look see. 
 
Btw, that screenshot of the J-11 and your wingie's F-16 in a scissors fight is one of the best F4 
shots I've seen in quite a while. You're right, it does give you a definite sense of scale. Then the 
J-11 punches off his tanks, amazing detail this sim has. 
 
And, interestingly, I'm almost the same time as you, dawn just broke about two hours ago. Day 
6 rages on. I'm still pounding the area around Wonsan. We've got a pretty good bulge up the 
middle of the peninsula and we're closing the noose around Wonsan. 
 
-------------------- 
Pat Tillman (1976-2004): 
4 years Arizona State University, graduated with high honors. 
5 seasons National Football League player, Arizona Cardinals. 
Forever United States Army Ranger. 
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quote: 

Originally posted by 20mm: 
 
Btw, that screenshot of the J-11 and your wingie's F-16 in a scissors fight 
is one of the best F4 shots I've seen in quite a while. You're right, it does 
give you a definite sense of scale. Then the J-11 punches off his tanks, 
amazing detail this sim has. 
 

Yeah..that was awesome to see those two going at it...I always get excited when I see a 
friendly fighter going head to head with the enemy. It feels like I'm watching a movie   
 
Good luck on your campaign...Day 6 means you've invested a good bit of time!  Give em' 
hell! 
 
BeachAV8R 
 
-------------------- 
http://home.carolina.rr.com/beachav8r 

From: Charlotte, NC USA | Registered: Jan 2001  |  IP: Logged 

All times are Eastern Time Zone  
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